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capitalism is not synonymous
with the “free market”; they are
all too fond of their subsidies and
protection for that, not to
mention the free movement of
labour. As if!

But the fiction is still
maintained that capitalists have
no need of the state, that the
private sector should grow while
the public sector shrinks because
entrepreneurs are effective while
trouser-shiners in Whitehall are
merely there to obstruct.
“Enlightened self interest”
guarantees universal prosperity.
Who needs integrity, candour, or
responsibility?

Just see them all scurry to the
apron strings of their Nanny
State! Just like the confusion at
today’s first check. Certain
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clowns confused ice with flour
and called On up a hill where
there was no trail; hashers were
milling around feebly, muddled
and miserable while still in
earshot of the car park!

Hmmm. I have to admit that
thereafter the front runners got
the hang of it. Once they had
realised that Dormouse was
setting single blobs of flour to
suggest the trail continued,
whereas in fact he was sending it
sideways, their only remaining
problem was to crack the colour
code. (Yellow meant Dormouse
was on his own, white that the
hares were again united.)

It was also the case that after
the first check, there were no
more back checks; so Stilton,
Glow Worm, Grab Arse and

Trigamist went whipping away,
with a visitor called Deep Throat
easily keeping pace. Compared in
the Circle to Atalanta, she asked
for an explanation, which allowed
us to realise that Atalanta, late of
course, was in fact somewhere
still out there. Still is, as far as I
know... Not in the pub when I
left.

Naturally the speed of these
front runners defeated the pack,
which sounds like a classic
version of competition, except
that front runners rely on co-
operation, even more than the
pack. And how can I fit Popeye,
again running the trail backwards,
into my image of the economy?
Not too hard to build in the bogus
and misleading directions which
Atalanta was given by Ard’On
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Date 23-Nov-08

Hare Dormouse, Sister
Anna

Venue Friday Street

On On The Abinger Hatch

Comrade Raoul,
Your instruction to me, to

discover how the British
bourgeoisie are coping with the
changed financial scene, filled me
with enthusiasm.

Well! Their spirits are as robust
as ever. The weather for today’s
hash was filthy: snow, sleet,
squalls of icy rain. And yet there
they were, eager to go, 9 of them
still in shorts: and their faith was
rewarded. By the end we were
running in sunshine. Will the
financial weather clear so readily?

Doubtful. Your other agents in
the First World will have reported
a total failure to analyse or even
admit the consequences for
theory of recent events. Yes, it
was already obvious that

Provocateur; a bum steer is no
rarity in capitalism.

Anyway, eventually we held a
Circle, thanking the hares for
making the run a sensible 72
minutes. We toasted the visitors
Deep Throat and Nelson (whose
daughters were threatened in the
bar with being sold into slavery).

Whatever Tequil’Over said as
stand-in RA has been banished
from my memory, but it was
brief. Too brief for Abba and
Greenpeace to be there to hear it;
they were locked in heated debate
with a taxi driver coming the other
way, just as we all left the car
park, which in those lanes meant
a monumental traffic jam.

Sister Anna got Strumpet to
dun the drinkers in the pub for the
raffle closing this year’s fund-

raising for her orphans; this
worked well, since service at the
bar was slow, and we had
Ramblers as rivals.

I conclude, Comrade, that there
is still life and hope in these
British bourgeois, but that they
still have not really worked out
what is happening. Typical of
hashers the world over, you may
conclude, and not really unlike
our own beloved Cuba.



FROM: Tequill’over
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1756 07-Dec CAMRA08 E. Hendred,
Oxon

1757 14-Dec Hash Horn Piercy

1758 21-Dec Gibber’s Xmas Treat
(no prisoners)

Frensham

1759 28-Dec Bob the Slob / Joint
with OC H3

  Warlingham

1760 04-Jan Spingo

Run 1755

Date 30-Nov-08

Hare Bonn Bugle, Hans der
Schwanz

Venue Pirbright

On On The Cricketers  GU24 0JT

OS/SSA SU946560

Scribe AbbA

Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

Follow the A3 S towards Guildford.  Leave A3 at the exit  SP
A322/Guildford/A25/A261/Bagshot/Horsham. (also brown Leisure
Center sign)  Turn left at traffic light at end of slip road A320/Woking
Rd. Turn quick right onto A25/Lady Mead   Follow A25  to  Wooden
Bridge Roundabout; take the 3rd exit onto A322/Worplesdon Rd
Continue to follow A322 through Worplesdon to Fox Corner.   At  the
roundabout at Fox Corner take the first exit and follow the B3022
Guildford Road. Turn right onto the A324 Aldershot Road. Pass
through Pirbright.  After the White Hart and then Pirbright Hall on the
right, turn right into parking on Ave de Cagny.

Still in the Future...
7 Dec — Special joint Oxford H3 500th  pre-Xmas CAMRA beer
hash. Snells Hall in East Hendred OX12 8LA, grid reference
SU458886.    judith.lodge@surrey.ac.uk

14 Dec —  After-hash Xmas party at Diana George’s house in
Leatherhead.

16-18 Jan 2009 — Christmas Party in Canterbury—Special
Ghost tour Friday, Mysterious Popeye run Sat. Three course
Xmas dinner with wine. See Portaloo (Bob Wood) 01737 842 945

22-24 May 2009  —  Eurohash 2009-Antalya, Turkey. Prelube
20 & 21 May. View 2 hotels on http://www.antalyahash.com .

Support bacteria -- it's the only culture some people have

Xmas Hash Party  14 Dec
Apres-hash event at Chez Diana in Leatherhead. Catered
Xmas food  and drink (£5 per head (non-members £7).  Buy
tickets at the Nov 30 Hash from SBJ (Fran).  Detailed parking
instructions will be distributed soon because there is virtu-
ally no parking available at the venue.

Top TenThings that sound dirty in law (but aren't!)

10. Have you looked through her briefs?

9. He is one hard judge!

8. Counselor, let's do it in chambers.

7. Her attorney withdrew at the last minute.

6. Is it a penal offense?

5. Better leave the handcuffs on.

4. For £100 an hour, she better be good!

3. Can you get him to drop his suit?

2. The judge gave her the stiffest one he could.

1. Think you can get me off?

Joint Oxford 500 CAMRA Hash 7 Dec
Sign up now! Please pay £18 per head for bus hire to Horn-
blower now.   £5 per head  will be collected on the bus for
food and beer at the event.  Hashers not using the bus please
pay £5 event cost  to  Hornblower in advance.

  judith.lodge@surrey.ac.uk


